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	In 1675, Burchard de Volder became the first university physics professor to introduce the demonstration of experiments into his lectures and to create a special university classroom, The Leiden Physics Theatre, for this specific purpose. This is surprising for two reasons: first, early pre‐Newtonian experiment is commonly associated with Italy and England, and second, de Volder is committed to Cartesian philosophy, including the view that knowledge gathered through the senses is subject to doubt, while that deducted from first principles is certain. On the surface, it is curious that such a man would bring experiments to university physics. After all, in demonstrating experiments to his students, he was teaching them through their senses, not reason. However, if we consider the institutional context of de Volder's teaching, we come to see de Volder's Cartesian experimentalism as representative of a certain form of pre‐Newtonian Dutch Cartesian science, as well as part of a larger tradition of teaching through observation at the University of Leiden. Considering de Volder's institutional context will help us see that de Volder's experimentalism was not in spite of his Cartesianism, but motivated by it.
	This paper will describe de Volder's physics curriculum, the Theatre in which it was taught and how his work predates similar efforts in other European Universities. The second part will consider three aspects of the culture at the University of Leiden:  a tradition of teaching through observation, a particular reception of Cartesianism, and an eclectic approach to the New Philosophy. The concluding portion shows how de Volder would have understood his enterprise in
Cartesian terms.
De Volder's Teaching	
	Very few discuss de Volder today and most of those discussions are in relation to his eight‐year correspondence with Leibniz. However, during his own lifetime, he was well known,​[2]​ largely due to the form and content of his teaching. De Volder was hired to teach logic at the University of Leiden, his alma mater, in 1670, and soon thereafter began to teach physics as well. In 1674, he traveled to England, where he met Boyle and Newton, attended meetings of the Royal Society, and witnessed several experiments, particularly air pump demonstrations. Immediately after his return, de Volder requested the Leiden curators to fund the creation of a Physics Theatre in which he would demonstrate experiments during physics lectures.​[3]​ The curators enthusiastically agreed and in 1675 de Volder taught the first experimental physics course offered by a European university.​[4]​ He bought a house near the main academic building and botanical gardens to house the theatre and began to furnish it with the latest equipment. He was able to secure funding amounting to one-eighth of the university's annual budget for this purpose.​[5]​ De Volder’s teaching became famous and within the next thirty years his pedagogy spread from Leiden to other institutions. 
	By 1705, professors at the Universities of Utrecht, Harderwijke, Franeker, and Groningen were teaching physics through experiments. ​[6]​ In the first three cases the professors were graduates from Leiden and most likely had been students of de Volder himself. At the University of Groningen, Johann Bernoulli (1667‐1748) introduced the experimental approach and though he was not an alum of Leiden, we know from his January 8, 1698 letter to Leibniz that his pedagogy was directly influenced by de Volder:
The governors have set me a new teaching task, and to this end have appropriated a certain sum to buy experimental instruments, so that, after the example of de Volder in Leiden, I shall occupy and amuse our students with mathematic‐physical experiments.​[7]​

This experimental pedagogy spread most quickly within Dutch universities. Eventually, it made its way to other Northern European universities, however, just after 1700 there were still only a few cases: J.C. Sturm (1635‐1703) at Altdorf, G.A. Hamberger (1662‐1716) at Jena and Pierre Varignon (1654‐1722) at the Collège Mazarin.​[8]​ Interestingly, each of these cases has links to Leiden, though some are certainly more direct than others. Sturm studied at Leiden and it is likely that the spirit of observation he learned there influenced his own demonstration of experiments in his Collegium Experimentale sive Curiosum at the University of Altorf. Sturm began the Collegium in 1679 and based his experiments on those from the Accademica del Cimento.​[9]​ It is in the Collegium at Altorf that Sturm's student, G.A. Hamberger, witnessed this new pedagogy, which he went on to use in his own teaching at Jena. The third professor, Pierre Varignon, has less clear links to Leiden. Varignon began teaching at the Collège Mazarin thirteen years after De Volder’s first experimental course. What he knew of De Volder’s activities is not clear, after all, he trained and worked in Catholic institutions, which were less likely to take the Protestant Leiden University as a model for excellence. However, it is noteworthy that he too was a longtime correspondent of Johann Bernoulli and Leibniz. It is possible that he knew of De Volder’s work through them.
	It is noteworthy that while much of the demonstrations taking place in the Dutch universities, Altorf, Hamberger, and Jena were based on those of the famous Accademica del Cimento, and while there was a rich experimental history in Italy, including some demonstrations at Italian universities before 1690, it was not until 1690 that the first university laboratory opened in Italy at the University of Bologna.​[10]​ This is fifteen years after the founding of Leiden’s Physics Theatre. 
	It was even longer, over 31 years, before non‐Dutch universities demonstrated experiments within their physics courses. The first English public physics course included experiment and was taught by Francis Hauksbee (1666‐1713) in London in 1704, but it was not until 1706 that an English university taught experimental physics in a course by William Whiston and Roger Cotes at Cambridge.​[11]​  Christian Wolff continued in the tradition began in Germany by Sturm and Hamberger by teaching a course in experimental physics at Halle in 1706 and experiment did not enter the university physics classroom in Italy or Switzerland until 1737 (at Bologna and Geneva).​[12]​
	De Volder's courses were most famous for his demonstration of the air pump, but university inventories and student notes indicate that in addition to pneumatics, he demonstrated experiments in mechanics, hydraulics, optics and magnetism. His Physical Theatre contained 64 scientific instruments, including many apparatus for his air pump, a collision machine, microscopes, fountains, a magic lantern and Magdeburg hemispheres.​[13]​ As the lecture notes of Carolus Vinson, one of de Volder’s physics students in 1676 year attests, de Volder’s lectures centered on the demonstration of a variety of experiments, many taken from Boyle’s New Experiments PhysicoMechanicall Touching the Spring of the Air and its Effects (1660).​[14]​
The University of Leiden
Leiden's Empirical Tradition
	From its beginnings in 1575, the University of Leiden was committed to a balance of theory and practical experience.​[15]​  William of Orange expresses this commitment in his December 1574 letter to the States of Holland and Zeeland, in which he claims that it is necessary to establish a university as:
...a firm support and sustenance of freedom and good legal administration of the country not only in matters of religion, but also with regard to the general welfare of the people.​[16]​ 

He goes on to say that students are to be trained 
…in both the right knowledge of God and all sorts of good, honourable, liberal arts and sciences, serving the legal administration of countries.​[17]​


Leiden made a point of teaching through practice in order to prepare students to meet the needs of the country.​[18]​ The essence of this approach was providing students opportunities to observe and interact with the natural world.  For example, in 1593 the university founded its famous botanical gardens and anatomy theatre and 1669 added a Chemistry Theatre, each of which became an integral part of lecture. As a medical student at Leiden, de Volder directly witnessed an additional form of teaching through observation. His professor, Franciscus Sylvius pioneered the practice of teaching medicine through clinical rounds in 1636 (a practice that continues to this day).​[19]​ When viewed in this institutional context, de Volder’s Physics Theatre, directly modeled on the Anatomy and Chemistry theatres of his institution, seem the next obvious step for a professor recently exposed to the physical experiments of the Royal Society.
Cartesianism at Leiden
	De Volder was not the first to combine aspects of Descartes’ philosophy with empirical pedagogy at Leiden. Sylvius provides an earlier example, one that is thought to have influenced de Volder’s own abandoning of Aristotelian philosophy for that of Descartes’ during his medical training.​[20]​ This is significant, for, as Pamela Smith notes, Sylvius’ approach involved:
 ...affirming observation and experiment and, at the same time, attempting to introduce mathematics into medicine….he insisted in his lecture that for natural knowledge to be truly certain, it must be demonstrated mathematically…​[21]​

Sylvius was influenced by Descartes in two important ways. As just mentioned, he
too wanted certainty for the New Science and thought this was to be found in mathematical demonstration, that is, the geometrical deduction of the rationalists, though he himself did not make much progress in this regard. Second, he was influenced by Descartes’ account of the passions. Sylvius held that the passions were excited by external objects and therefore connected to the senses.​[22]​ This, and lingering concerns from his Aristotelian roots, made him worry about the reliability of information that comes to us from our senses. Further, he worried about the dangers posed to individual scientists who, through empirical observation and experiment, are immersed in the senses. For example, to protect themselves, natural philosophers must have moderate, if not chaste, bodily habits, so as to prevent the distortion of knowledge by desire.​[23]​ Sylvius did not agree with Descartes on all things, however. For instance, he understood the body, and nature in general, in terms of chemical processes, rather than mechanical ones. What is important to us here is that through Sylvius’ teaching, de Volder would have been exposed to methodologies that involve experiment and observation and at the same time, extol mathematical certainty. Further, Sylvius would have modeled for de Volder the effectiveness of teaching through empirical means, not only through anatomies, dissections, and experimentation, but through the daily clinical rounds in which students observed patients. ​[24]​ Sylvius gave de Volder an appreciation for the effectiveness of appealing to sensory knowledge in affecting their student’s passions, preparing them to accept certain ideas that eventually can be proven with mathematical certainty.
Eclecticism at Leiden University
	Cartesianism had an early reception at Leiden, largely as a result of the university’s eclectic tradition. This tradition goes back to Franco Burgersdijk (1590‐1635), who combined Aristotle with the ideas of humanists, particularly those of Pierre de la Ramée who advocated for a strong separation of the disciplines. In other words, Burgersdijk used contemporary philosophy to inform his re‐interpretation of Aristotle and took it as a given that the ancient and new philosophies could be made compatible. This eclectic approach continued in the first Cartesian professors at Leiden: Adriaan Heereboord (1613‐1671) and Johannes De Raey (1602‐1702) who combined Cartesianism with other modern philosophies, such as those of Bacon and Gassendi, and presented these new ideas as consistent with a ‘true’ reading of Aristotle. This eclecticism had two important elements that encouraged a positive reception of Cartesianism in Holland. First, because the New Philosophy was not presented as a break with Aristotle, it was not considered as threatening to the university status quo as it was in other countries, such as France and England.​[25]​ Second, this eclecticism, in accepting and combining the mathematical tendencies of Cartesianism and the empirical methodologies of observation and experiment, appealed to the practical orientation of the Dutch, who had a deep appreciation for the practical value of mathematics (for example, to navigation) and a growing appreciation for the value of cooperation between scientists and artisans – a trend that Wiep van Bunge says “…started to blur the distinction between practice and theory.”​[26]​ Within a few years of teaching at Leiden, de Volder adopted the eclectic approach of using logic courses to defend Descartes’ philosophy by demonstrating its consistency with ancient philosophy. In doing so, he made particular use of a Burgersdijk’s reading of Aristotle that called for a clear separation of the disciplines.​[27]​ This separation was useful to the Cartesian cause in that it separated philosophy from theology. This eclecticism was appealed to when de Volder's request to the Regents suggested that the experiments in the Physical Theatre would provide a non‐violent, non‐partisan way to calm controversies that were then raging at the University between the Scholastic and Cartesian members of the university community. Both he and his Aristotelian colleague Wolferd Senguard (1646-1724) shared the theatre, both performing experiments from Boyle's book and yet both understanding the use of those experiments within their own epistemological framework.
De Volder's Cartesian Experimentalism
	Neither Senguard or de Volder subscribed to Bacon’s methodology. Both professors used experiment to verify conclusions already held, the same way they used mathematical and philosophical reasoning. They did not promote induction or try to gather new information about the world through sensory perception or experiments.​[28]​
	De Volder’s commitment to Cartesian, a priori methodology is found throughout his career. For example, in his earliest writing, Consideratien over de Resolutie, he defends Cartesian methodology. De Volder wrote the Consideratien with two Cartesian theology professors at Leiden. They were responding to a resolution forbidding the teaching of certain Cartesian tenets at the University that resulted from the latest wave of Cartesian controversies.​[29]​ The Consideratien was written only a year after the Physics Theatre opened, and so we can conclude that the teaching innovation of bringing experiment into the university Physics classroom was indeed by a self-identified ‘Cartesian’. Further, de Volder's deep commitment to Cartesian methodology continues through his correspondence with Leibniz, which ends three years before de Volder's death, well after his thirty-year tenure of teaching students through experiments in the physics theatre. While de Volder did come to distance himself from some of Descartes' doctrines, he maintained a commitment to Cartesian methodology throughout his entire career.
	So what did experiment mean to such a Cartesian? De Volder’s use of experiment in the classroom was meant to awaken a desire in his students to study ‘true science’, that is to undertake the difficult work of deductive science. Experiment for him was not part of ‘true science’ itself, but an effective motivation for young boys operating mostly at the level of imagination and sensory knowledge. De Volder saw experiments as a means to prepare the student’s mind for ‘true science’, which is a deductive understanding from first principles. Demonstrations of experiments were a way to get the students attention, to persuade them of certain possibilities through their senses and imagination, creating, if you a will, a certain disposition of belief, that would make the real work of science, reasoning from innate principles, more easily received by his young charges. Observation itself does not provide us certain metaphysical knowledge about the world, the type of knowledge that de Volder sought as a Cartesian. However, observation can provide us with a moral certainty that can give us the faith necessary to take the initiative to engage in the requisite metaphysical search for truth. This approach is importantly pre‐Newtonian. It is true that de Volder met Newton and was later one of the first on the Continent to read the Principia, receiving a copy from Newton himself in 1687. However, this occurred three years before his correspondence with Leibniz, in which De Volder never asserts or defends Newtonian physics, but on the contrary, acts as an apologist for Cartesian physics and methodology. Further, de Volder does not mention Newton in his own writing until 1697, after twenty‐two years of experimentation in the Leiden Physics Theatre. This occurs in De rationis viribus et usu in scientis, written while de Volder was serving as Rector of the university, and even in that work, he merely mentions Newtonianism and in no way appears to advocate it.​[30]​
Conclusion
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